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Size and Orientation
If you are NOT using the poster template:
§Start is with a 48" x 36" poster 

§ Landscape orientation

§ This is the most common size poster used at conferences



Show, Don’t Tell a Story



Visual Storytelling
Answer these three questions:
1. What is the most important/interesting finding 

from my research project?

2. How can I visually share my research with conference 
attendees? Charts, graphs, photos, images?

3. What kind of information can I convey during my talk 
that will complement my poster?



Visual Storytelling
Stories: Beginning > Middle > End
Three-act structure: Situation > Opportunity > Resolution



Visual Storytelling
Layout: Visual flow through the content



Visual Storytelling
Successful poster designs
§Should be readable from at least 8- to 10-feet away
§ Titles are short and draw interest
§ Text is clear and to the point
§Word count of about 300 to 800 words
§Effective use of graphics, color and fonts
§Consistent and clean layout



Visual Storytelling
§Avoid text overload
§Use everyday language
§Don’t do a data dump



Visual Storytelling
§ Think about how your audience learn…



Visual Storytelling
§Know your audience
§Break down the message
§Be clear and concise



Why Use Visuals?



Why Use Visuals?
§Organize your presentation
§Provide interest and motivation for your viewers
§ Increase retention of information and learning
§Save instructional time and prep time (reusable)
§Aid communication



Why Use Visuals?
§Explain the relationship of parts to the whole
§Clarify something difficult, complicated or large
§Stress important points



Key Principles



Key Principles
• There are 6 key principles to use when 

designing a poster presentation



Chunk Information
Put similar materials together in manageable, 
sensible chunks
§ If information is split over multiple slides, 

consider reducing the size of the chunks1



Information Information 
after chunking



Organize the Content
Use basic principles
§Simple to complex
§Known to unknown
§Knowledge to application

Position any image as close to 
relevant content as possible 2



Relevance
Be relevant with information and visuals
§Give a rational reason for something 

to be visual
§ Just because technology exists is not 

a good enough reason to use a visual!3



Importance
Place the most important information or visuals early
in your content 
§Call attention to this info!
§Be sure it is important enough to include4



Appropriateness
Consider the audience receiving the information 
and the material being presented
§What do they already know?
§What are their attitudes toward your topic?
§How interested are they in your topic?
§What are their needs? 5



Visual Effectiveness
§Keep visuals simple so they have the most impact

6













Visual Effectiveness
§ Title section and 2-5 columns of information, divided into sections



Visual Effectiveness
§Keep your background non-distracting



Visual Effectiveness
§At a quick glance, a viewer should be able to easily identify 

each section of your poster



Visual Effectiveness
§Provide a 

visual balance



Visual Effectiveness
Alignment
§Use a grid for your poster presentation 

White space
§Make sure there is enough space between 

each unique element in your design, 
as well as enough space around the border 
of your poster



Visual Effectiveness
§Avoid gradients
§Do not use typographic effects



Visual Effectiveness
§Do not overuse images
§Do NOT use clip art



Visual Effectiveness
Color meaning

§ Associations



Visual Effectiveness
Color and suggested distance

§ Mixing warm and cool colors 
can create depth, just like 
perspective

§ Warmer colors advance into the 
foreground with a dark background, 
while cool colors recede into the 
background

§ The opposite occurs with a design 
over a light background



Color Usage



Typography



Typographic Styles
Serif

§ Serif typefaces have small lines attached to the main strokes.
§ Serif type is used for body copy and for headlines.

Times New Roman is a 
serif typeface m



Typographic Styles
Sans Serif

§ Sans means “no”. Sans serif means no feet or no serifs.
§ Sans serif type is more modern.

Helvetica is a 
sans serif typeface m



Typographic Styles
Script

§ Script is based on handwriting.
§ Very fluid letterforms
§ Not appropriate for a presentation
§ NEVER USE SCRIPT IN ALL CAPS!

Chancery is a script typeface



Typographic Styles
Display

§ Display type is the broadest category and includes 
the most restrictions.

§ Display is unsuitable for body copy.
§ It is used for headlines or for short copy that needs attention.
§ Can be formal or informal, and can evoke a mood.

Impact is for Headlines



Typographic Styles
Dingbats or Ornaments

§ These are symbols instead of letters
§ Can be used as an illuminated letter, initial cap, whimsy, or emphasis

Wingdings is an 
ornamental typeface
Adiojfasodi



Basic Typographic Rules



Contrast
§ It’s OK to mix serif and sans serif
§Use contrast (size, weight, color) for emphasis

SIZE WEIGHT COLOR



Font Size
The primary rule with fonts for your poster 
is to make sure they are easy to read.
Make sure that all the text on your poster 
can be read from a normal distance.



Number of Fonts
General rule of thumb: use max 3 typefaces per poster



Line Length
Line length is important



Line Spacing
Give your text (and reader) breathing room

§ Try to use at least 1.0 or 1.5 for line spacing

• Point 1
• Point 2
• Point 3

• Point 1
• Point 2

• Point 3

• Point 1

• Point 2

• Point 3
1.0 1.5 2.0



Leading



Leading



Type Alignment
§NEVER used centered type
§NEVER use flush right
§NEVER use justifies
§ Flush left is the most legible

Never center your text
as it is very hard to read.

It is unattractive to the eye
And creates awkward line breaks

Never use flush right
because it makes info very hard to read and 

it causes awkward breaks in type

Always use flush left as it has
natural flow and it creates 
pleasing line breaks

Never use justification for your text as it is
very hard to read, and it creates awkward
spacing in between words on lines and makes
for difficult legibility.



Images



Things to Remember
§Make sure your image is the proper resolution 

§ Minimum 150 dpi at 100% | 300 dpi preferred

§Do NOT use clip art
§Make sure your images are relevant



Things to Remember
Don’t distort images



Charts and Diagrams



Types of Charts and Diagrams



Summarize the Key Points



Color to Emphasize Key Point



Two / Three Colors for Key Points



Think About Eye Movement



Principles of Design



Rhythm
Pattern created by repeating varied elements



Unity
Relationship among elements so they look like they 
belong together



Balance
Equal distribution of visual weight in symmetrical or 
asymmetrical orientation



Emphasis
Draw attention to a single element



Simplicity
Use fewer elements, limited verbal content, simple lettering, 
bold drawing

strength





Thank you!


